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Almlraet--Solution f semilinear wave equations by the decomposition method is demonstrated to have 
advantages over conventional methods. Application to quasilinear wave equations and other forms 
follows immediately. 
Semilinear wave equations, obtained by adding a nonlinear term which need not be a perturbation 
to linear wave equations, have the form [I] 
utt - Uxx + f (u, ux) = 0. (1) 
In our standard form [2] we write equation (1) as 
Ltu - L~u + Nu = 0, (2) 
where Nu =f (u ,  Ux) is not assumed to be "small" and is to be expressed as a summation in the 
An polynomials which have been defined by Adomian [2]. Let Lt = ~2/~t2 and L~ = d2/ax ~. Define 
LF ~ as the two-fold integral with respect o t and Lx  t as the two-fold integral with respect o x. 
Now solving for L,u and L~u in turn, we can write 
L,u = L~u - Nu 
L~u = Ltu + Nu (3) 
Then 
or  
LFI Ltu = Li-I Lx u - LFI Nu 
L~l L~u = L f l  Ltu + L~t Nu, (4) 
Now let 
Nu= ~ An, 
n~O 
where the A, are generated for the specific function Nu =f (u ,  u~) and let 
n-0 
Thus we have decomposed u into components to be determined with u0 properly identified. The 
497 
u = Or+ LFILxu -L ;  INu 
u = Ox + L f  j Ltu + L f INu ,  (5) 
where ~,, Ox are the homogeneous solutions atisfying the initial boundary conditions. ~, = A + Bt, 
Ox = C + Dx,  and A, B, C, D can be evaluated when the conditions are specified. Adding equations 
(5) and dividing by two, we have 
u = (l/2){~bt + ~bx} + (1/2){Lx'Lx + Lx 'L t}u + (1/2){L; I -- LT'  }Nu. (6) 
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nonlinear term Nu is given in terms of the A, polynomials which results in a generalized Taylor 
series form about the function uo(x). Now, 
u = Uo + (1/2){L;-'Lx + L~'L ,}  ~ u, + (1/2){L;' - L,-'} ~ A,, (7) 
n=0 n=O 
since u0 = (1/2){~bt + ~} is known. Then, since each A, depends only on components u0 . . . . .  u~, 
all components of u are determinable. Thus 
u.+, = (1/2){LZ' L x + L ; '  Lt}u. + (1/2){L~-'  L,-' }A.. (8) 
determines components u. of u for n >i 0. The complete solution is of course 
n=O 
but the practical computational solution is the n term approximation 
n--I  
E u. 
i=0  
The sum 
Un 
n=O 
converges [2], generally quite rapidly to u, and ~. is now easily calculated using equation (8) for 
the components. Then lim ~b, as n approaches oo is u. 
Procedures for obtaining the A, fo r f (u ,  Ux), or other nonlinear forms, are given in Ref. [2] for 
any n. We state a few for convenience 
Ao =f  (u0) 
A, = u, (d/duo) f (Uo) 
A2 = u2(d/duo) f (uo) + (u~ /2!)(d2 /du~) f (uo) 
A3 = u3(d/duo) f (uo) + u, u2(d2/duD f (uo) + (u~/3!)(d3/dug) f (uo) 
The advantage of the method is that no linearization or perturbation is employed. We have 
simply assumed a decomposition of the solution into components to be determined with u0 
identified in terms of given initial/boundary conditions (and possibly a forcing function term) and 
a generalized expansion of the nonlinear term Nu into polynomials uch that the n th polynomial 
A, depends only on components u0-u, which makes the system determinable. A linearized solution 
is necessarily the solution of a different problem and may therefore not be physically correct. For 
physical problems where solutions exist we obtain the physically correct solution. The perturbative 
or linear cases become special cases, but we are not limited to those cases. The ~b, solution is still 
an approximation, but an approximation which did not change the problem to make the problem 
fit the mathematics. In a rather large range of physical problems, we observe xcellent analytical 
solutions and, when numerical answers are needed, convergence to a stable result generally in a 
few terms with surprising accuracy--the number, of course, depends on the specific problem. A 
very large number of examples is given in Ref. [2]. 
The method has been generalized to many types of equations in Ref. [2], but this paper is 
restricted to the form in Ref. [1]. Transport equations, for example, in the form 
ut + Wu + f (u ) = ¢ (x, y, z, t ), where we will write ut = Ltu  and V2u = Lxu + Lyu + L~u, can be 
solved by 
Uo= Cb + L-t ¢ 
u~ = -(1/4)Ku._ I - L -1A._  I, 
for n >/1, where t~ = (1/4){tpx + ~by + ~b~ + ~r}, where ~bx, ~y, tp~, ~, are solutions of Limb, = O, 
Semilinear wave equations 
Lx~x = O, Ly~by = O, L,~b~ = O, respect ively,  L -~ = (1/4)[L~-' + L7 ~ + L~ -~ + LF']  
K = Lg'[Lx + Ly + L,] + L ; ' [ Ly+ L, + Lt] + L ; ' [L ,  + L, + L,,] + L;-'[Lt + Lx + Ly]. 
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